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Introduction: The NASA Stardust mission suc-

cessfully returned samples from comet Wild 2 in Janu-
ary of 2006, and provided, for the first time, an oppor-
tunity to directly measure chemical, mineralogical and 
isotopic compositions of material from the Kuiper belt 
region.  It achieved this objective by flying a sample 
collector consisting primarily of 126 tiles of silica 
aerogel though the coma of Wild 2 at a relatively low 
encounter velocity of 6.1 km/sec. One particle from 
Track 25 of the collector, referred to as Inti, contains 
refractory materials similar to those found in calcium-
aluminum rich inclusions common in carbonaceous 
chondrites [1]. Calcium-aluminum rich inclusions 
studied in Allende and other meteorites have mineral-
ogy that closely resembles the phases predicted to con-
dense first from a gas of solar composition in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium [2]. As these minerals condensed, 
refractory lithophile trace elements were incorporated 
into their crystal structure.  The abundances of these 
trace elements, and in particular the rare-earth ele-
ments, within early solar system condensates reveal 
details of this early solar environment. Inti provides a 
unique opportunity to compare rare-earth element 
group patterns with those of similar inclusions in the 
more familiar asteroidal environment that most mete-
orites sample. So far, Inti is the only definitive cal-
cium-aluminum rich inclusion has been found in the 
Stardust collector; and while others may still be found, 
it is possible that this CAI presents the only chance to 
make trace element measurements on a Kuiper Belt 
refractory inclusion.  

Inti was embedded in an acrylic resin in order to ul-
tramicrotome sections for transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) examination; it is therefore unclear 
how much material remains for analysis.  The particle 
is 10 microns in diameter, and assuming an approxi-
mately spherical shape, there should be ~5µm of mate-
rial remaining beneath the exposed surface.  The nature 
of SIMS analysis is such that the particle will slowly 
be sputtered away as the measurement is made.  It is 
crucial to evaluate how accurately and precisely a 
measurement of rare-earth element patterns can be 
made on such a small inclusion.  We have been evalu-
ating several analytical techniques for measuring rare-
earth element patterns on the Cameca IMS 1270 at 
UCLA.  

Experiments and Discussion: The goal of this 
study was to determine the analytical technique that 
will provide highest possible useful yield (ionization 

times transmission of secondary ions), while still sup-
pressing interfering molecular ion species.  Given the 
nature of the sample and the fact that it is sputtered 
with an oxygen primary ion beam, oxides of the light 
rare-earth elements (LREE) represent a significant 
interference of the heavy rare-earth element (HREE) 
ions [3]. Three measurement techniques were exam-
ined to suppress the interfering molecular species 
while maintaining high transmission: (1) “conven-
tional” energy filtering, (2) high mass resolution, and 
(3) measurement of doubly-charged ions. In energy 
filtering, the mass resolving power is relatively low 
(~3000), but a strong energy offset (~100eV) is intro-
duced to subdue the oxide and other molecular species 
and minimize interferences with the HREE.  High 
mass resolution measurements increase the mass re-
solving power to ~7000, but it was necessary to use an 
energy offset of about 30eV to clean the mass spec-
trum.  Doubly-charged ion measurement utilizes the 
ions with odd numbered masses that carry a 2+ charge.  
These ions are measured at half-mass locations, avoid-
ing any problem with singly-charged atomic and mo-
lecular ions. Interferences from singly-charged oxide 
species are strongly attenuated, since masses species 
are multiples of an Atomic Mass Unit.  

Doubly-Charged Ion measurements.  Initial meas-
urements were made on NIST 610 glass to compare the 
useful yields of the doubly charged ion and the high 
mass resolution techniques.  With a 22 nA beam cur-
rent and a spot size of 15 µm, the sputter rate was 
7nm/sec. Using this sputter rate, the known concentra-
tions of the REE in the NIST 610 glass, and measured 
counts, we were able to determine the useful yields for 
each technique. 

 
Figure 1.  Comparison between useful yields of high 
mass resolution measurements with a -30V offset and 
doubly-charged ion measurements.   
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Useful yields for doubly charged ion measurements 
were typically an order of magnitude lower than for the 
high mass resolution measurements.  Mass scans were 
made for each of the REE (with the exception of pro-
methium) at mass resolution of 5500 with a 0V offset, 
a -30V offset and a -50V offset.  A modest -30V offset 
was sufficient to suppress interferences from most non 
REE-O species, and reduce the height of the interfering 
REE-O species.  Mass scans were also made of the 
REE 2+ ions at a mass resolution of 3000 and 8000 
(high mass resolution scans were made to confirm the 
absence of interfering species). 

Energy Filtering measurements.  Though exact 
useful yield values for energy filtering have not yet 
been obtained, under our experimental conditions they 
are comparable (within a factor of two) to values ob-
tained for high mass resolution.  However, measure-
ments of a CAI of known composition were made us-
ing both the high mass resolution technique and the 
energy filtering technique. Both energy filtering and 
high mass resolution measurements reproduced the 
group II pattern in Leoville 3536-1 that had been pre-
viously measured using Instrumental Neutron Activa-
tion Analysis [4].  The high mass resolution measure-
ment appears to overrepresent the absolute concentra-
tions; this systematic error is being investigated. 

 In terms of volume of material analyzed, both 
techniques sputtered pits of a similar depth of ~1.5µm. 
Given the volume of remaining material in the potted 
butt, and assuming a CI concentration of REE in Inti, 
and a useful yield of 5x10-4, we can achieve a precision 
of 15% on REE abundances.   There are a number of 
techniques that we are investigating to reduce the 
amount of material that must be consumed during 
analysis, while still identifying with confidence a par-
ticular REE group pattern. One possibility is to only 
analyze REE that are diagnostic of certain patterns.  
Groups I, III, IV and VI patterns are relatively flat, 
with the exception of Eu and Yb enrichments or deple-
tions.  Group II patterns show depletions in Eu and Yb, 
a Tm enrichment and an Er depletion.  Ultrarefractory 
patterns show an overall REE enrichment pattern off ~ 
100 times CI, a Ce depletion and huge Eu and Yb de-
pletions.  Therefore, if Inti exhibits one of the known 
patterns, measuring La, Ce, Sm, Eu, Er, Yb, and Lu 
may be sufficient to determine the REE group patterns.  
This should be considered a last resort, however; as 
many REE should be measured as possible in case Inti 
exhibits a previously unrecognized REE pattern.  Fu-
ture work will include assessing the useful yields of all 
three techniques, as well as examining the useful yield 
of multicollection techniques.  

 

 

 
 
Figure 2: comparison of energy filtering and high 
mass resolution techniques on Leoville 3536-1 
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